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AN ALL.sEElNG EYE FOBTKE SlJBJIABINB. 

Vision under water is limited to but a 'few yards at 
best, and hence a submarine boat, when submerged, 
v.'Quld be as blind as a ship in a dense log and would 
have to grope its way along guided only by'cJtart and 
compass, were it not for a device �mown as a perl
scope, that reaches upward and projects out of the 
water, enabling the steersman to view his surround
ings from the surface. Of course the height of the 
periscope limits the depth at which the craft may be 
safely sailed. Nor can the perililcope' tube be extended 
indefinitely, because the 'submarine must be capabl� of 
diving under a vessel when occasion demands. But 
when operating just under the surface,. where it can 
s� without being seen, the craft is in, far greater 
danger of collision than _vessels on the surface, because 
it must depend' upon its own alertness and agility to 
keep out of the way of other boats. The latter. can 
hardly be expected to· notice the inconspicuous perI
scope tube projecting from the water in time to turn 
their great bulks out of the danger course. 

The foregoing article describes the' type of periscope 
now in common use on submarines and one. of .the 
engravings on. this page clearly .. l1iustrates" the prin
ciples of the instrument.' .A serious defect of this type 
of instrument ·is that the field· of 'vision ,is too limited. 
The man at, the ·wheel is able to see .. lmder normal 
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jectives 0 and D (Fig. '3) between which a condenser 
E is' interposed at the image plane of the lens O. At 
the bottom of the periscope tube the rays are refiected 
by means of a prism F into the eyepiece. Two 'eye
pieees are einployed. One of low power, G, is a Kelner 
eyepiece, the purpose of which is to Permit inspection 
of the whole image, while a high-powered eccentrically 
placed HuyghenJan eyepiece, H, enables one to inspect 
portions of the image. The two eyepieces are mounted 
in a rectilinear cham�r, I, which. may be rotated 
about the prism at the end of the perIscope, thus 
bringing one or other of· the eyepieces into active posi
tion. The plan view, Fig. 4, shows in full lines the 
1!.1gh-powered eYepiece In operative position, while the 
dotted Itnes indicate the parts moved about to bring 
the low-powered eyepiece into use. A small catch, J, 
shown in Fig. 2, serves to hold the chamber in either 
of these. two positions. .The high-powered eyepiece is 
mounted. on a plate, K, which may be rotated. to bring 
t.he eyepiece into position for inspecting any desired 
portions of the annular image. The parts are so ar
ranged that when ,the .eyepiece is in its upPermost posi
tion, as indicated by full lines in Fig. 2, the observer 
can see that whic!:!: is directly in front of the subma
rine, and when the eyepiece is in its low position, as 
indicated by dotted lines, he sees objects to the rear 
of the ·submarine. With the eyepiece at the right or 

The universal Obsel'1'atioD lens. The periscope top. 

Peri�pe in general use. A photograplt taken with the perlSClOpfo. universal lens. 
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The' flesh of cattle, sheep, horses, wild hogs, deer, 
hares,.pigeons, ducks, geese, and salinon is red or dark 
colored, while the fiesh of calves, domestic hogs, rab
bits, trout, pike, all, fiat fishes, . lobsters, and crabs is 
white or pale. In fowls, white meat' is found in the 
breast, dark meat in the legs and thighs. The con
trast is most sharply marked in wUd fowl. In frogs, 
on the contrary, the legs are white and the rest of the 
fleSh is dark. The mackerel, the' eel, and many other 
kinds of fish also have both' white IUld dark fiesh. 

Knobloch has shown that this anatomical distinction 
· between white and dark muscles runs parallel with the 

distinction between agUe and. sluggish musculartibers, 
which has been established by· pl1ysiological experi
ment. In . general, pale muscles are more active than 
dark or red muscles. They contract more quickly,but 
they become fatigued sooner than the dark muscles, 
because they produce, in performing the same amount 

· of work,'a larger quantity of lactic acid, which. is the 
fatigue product of muscles. The two classes of muscu
lar. fibers differ also in sectional dimensions. The ad-

· ductor, or shell·closing, muscle' of the mussel consists 
of a white and a gray portion, which can be clearly 
distinguished from each other, and the presence of 
both kinds of ·fibers is explained by the habits ·of this 
mollusk. 
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British perfsoope with UDiversai eye. 

FOBKS OF PBlUSOOPEB lOB SUlIKABmES. THE EYE TRAT LOOKS IR ALL DIRECTIONS AT ONCE. 

conditions only that which Jles immediately before the 
boat. It is true. that he can tU:rn the periscope about 
so as to look in other directions, but this, of course, 
i�lvolves considerable inconvenience. On at least two 
occasions has a submarine boat been run .down by a 
vessel coming up behind n. 

As long as the .submarine bas but a single eye it 
would seem quite essential to make this eye all-seeing; 
and, since_ the two lamentable accidents just . referred' 
to, 'an in�entor in England has, devised' a periscope 
which provides a view .n all directions at the same 
time. This has been attempted before, but· it has 
been found very difll.cult to .obtain an annular lens 
mirror which would project the: image down the peri
scope tube ' without distortion. The accompanying 
illustrations show how this difll.culty has now been 
overcome. While we will. not attempt to entef/ into '1 

mathematical explanation of the precise form of the 
mirror lens, it will suffice to state. that it is an .annular 
prism. The prism is a zonal section of a sphere with 
a conoidal central opening and a slightly concave base. 
All 'the surfaces, however, are generated. by arcs -of 
circles owing to the. mechan-ical inconvenience of pr()o 
ducing truly hype.rboloidal surfaces. Thb lens mirror 
is shown in section at .A. in .Fig. 1. The arrows indi
cate roughly the course of the rays into the lens and 
their reflection 'from the surface B, which, is prefer
ably,sllvered. The tube is provided with two ob-

at the left he sees objects at the right or left, respec
tively, of the submarine. The high-powered eyepiece 
is slightly inclined, so that the image may be viewed 
normally and to equal advantage in all pl\rts.·Mounted 
Rove ,a, plain 'unsilvered portion of the mirror is a 
scale of degrees which appears 'just outside ot'the an
nular iniage .. A sca-le is· also engraved on the plate K' 
with a fixed pointer on the chamber, making ·it pos
sible to locate the position 'Of any object and' rotate 
the plate K so as to bring the eyepiece H on it. The 
scale also makes it possible to l()()ate the object with 
respect" to the boat. 

This improved periscope is applicable not only" to sub
marine boats but for , other' purposes as 'well, such as 
photographic land surface work, in which the 'entire 
surroundings may ·lie recorded in a single photograph. 
The accompanying photograph taken through a peri
scope of this type shows the' advantages of this ar
rangement and gives an idea of its value to the sub
marine. observer: when using the low-powered' eyepiece. 
Of course, by using the other eye.piece any particular 
part of the view may "e enlarged and examined in 
detail. 
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Cement for Meerschaum.�tir very fine meerschaum 
chips with. white of egg or dissolve caseine in water 
glass, stir hi finely powdered magnesia" and use the. 
rement at once. It hardens very quickly. 

The mussel propels itself through the water by 
quickly opening and closing its shell, but in the pres
ence ,of danger . it keeps its shell . closed' for long 
periods, The rapid swimming movements are started 
by the pale and agile muscular fibers and maintained 
by '!he automatic operation of the dark, sluggish fibers, 
which also serve to hold the shell closed. ,The same 
biological law of division of labor appears t� govern 
the. character of the 'muscular stru�ture of higher ani
mals. The relative proportions of pale, agile fibers 
and' 'dark, sluggish. fibers are determined by tlJ.e 
method of locomotion. The incessantly leaping frog 
possesses a much larger proportion of white muscle 
than the slowly creeping toad. The leg muscles of 
fowls are dark 'because the legs almost continually 
support· the weight of the body, but the breast mus
cles are white because the wings are used only occa
.sionally, and for short periods. The'dove, contin
ually on the wing, has. dark-colored breast muscles. 
The flesh of the sportive calf and lamb is white, while 
that of the contemplative cow and sheep is red, The 
E'ver-act1:ve heart and respiratory muscles, and the very 
frequently-used muscles which' move the eyes and 
jaws, are red. The flesh of calves and lambs and the 
white legS of young chickens darken with advanCing 
age.' Knobloch Infers that the white muscles repre

"sent the primitive stage, through which every dark 
muscle has passed.-Prometheus. 
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